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Leader in High Tech Revenue Management Provides AI-Powered Insights That Enable Better-Informed Pricing Decisions

and Deliver Greater Financial Control

SAN MATEO, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Model N, Inc. (NYSE: MODN), the leader in cloud revenue management

solutions, today announced its High Tech Spring 2021 release. The company’s latest semi-annual update to its flagship

product, Model N Revenue Cloud for High Tech, incorporates new insights to deliver improved pricing decisions and

business wins by leveraging artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML). Additional enhancements improve

channel partner efficiency, data quality and extend channel management capabilities, helping high tech firms to drive

more channel revenue through automation and partner self-service.

Model N continues to innovate, delivering end-to-end solutions that enable high tech companies to intelligently improve

and automate front-office and back-office processes to make the buying and selling journey easier for customers and

channels. These new enhancements to the Model N platform provide high tech companies with more intelligence,

automation, and insights, enabling better business decisions while providing a greater degree of financial control and

compliance. The Spring 2021 release also enhances channel partner performance and compliance, and reduces pricing

complexity, while ensuring topline revenue growth.

Spring Release New Features

Cloud-based Model N solutions support the revenue and channel business needs of high tech companies, no matter

where they are in the revenue lifecycle and channel journey. Focused on intelligent automation and proficient

management of partner ecosystems as channel revenue increases, key new features and functions in the Spring 2021

product release include:

Forecasting of win probability of design registrations and opportunity growth through product recommendations

provided via new ML-based intelligent insights within Revenue Cloud.

New Revenue Cloud Historical Quote price lookup feature, providing intelligent business wins and faster pricing

decisions.

Milestone-based metrics around rebates and incentives, extending channel management and improving channel

partner performance.
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Self-service capabilities via Channel Network enable partners to truly “own” their channel data, increasing partner

engagement and satisfaction. Customers can receive accurate data faster, and partners can be more readily

educated on the impact of the quality of their data.

Model N Revenue Cloud for High Tech also intelligently maximizes “pocket wins” using product recommendations that

reduce revenue leakage. The latest release also includes expanded rebate management capabilities that offer direct,

intelligent insights into a company’s best- performing rebates. Updated channel data management (CDM) capabilities

have expanded functionality in the automation and management of channel partner activities with Channel Network.

“Model N continues to offer innovative end-to-end revenue management and channel solutions that address the specific

operational, compliance and financial needs of high tech companies and their channels,” said Suresh Kannan, chief

product officer at Model N. “From the initial price quote to driving completed sales through the channel, Model N offers

superior solutions that leverage advanced technologies to fully support the channel journey and the sales lifecycle. This

new release provides even greater support for our customers in that regard.”

Model N’s commitment to innovation is also recognized by industry experts who specialize in channel strategy and

implementation, like Lawrence M. Walsh, CEO and chief analyst of Channelnomics. “Model N’s Spring 2021 release

supports its vision around the end-to-end sales lifecycle and provides quality, actionable data to users,” he said. “The

ability for companies to move quickly and make smarter decisions thanks to readily available data and insights is a

potential game-changer. This release should help many firms improve channel performance by capturing profitable

revenue that otherwise would have gone overlooked.”

About Model N

Model N enables life sciences and high tech companies to drive growth and market share, minimizing revenue leakage

throughout the revenue lifecycle. With deep industry expertise, solutions and business services purpose-built for these

industries, Model N delivers comprehensive visibility, insight and control over the complexities of commercial operations

and compliance. Our integrated cloud solution is proven to automate pricing, incentive and contract decisions to scale

business profitably and grow revenue. Model N is trusted across more than 120 countries by the world’s leading

pharmaceutical, medical technology, semiconductor, and high tech companies, including Johnson & Johnson,

AstraZeneca, Stryker, Seagate Technology, Broadcom and Microchip Technology. For more information, visit

www.modeln.com.
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